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WORK PLAN 2022-2023 

 

Phase 1 : Work in class + video calls : from september to december 

- Presentation of the classes implied in the project : photos, video portraits etc will be sent 

and a video call for presentation in pairs will take place in October  (Wed 5/11) 

- Each class starts the research on Environment (in groups or pairs): how does each country 

/ city / school tackle environmental changes and tries to be green? The work is individual 

or in pairs and students can produce audio documents, videos, articles, ebooks, 

canvasetc…. The results and documents produced will be presented during trip n°1. 

- Teaching sequence in English/French : my city in 2050 : finding ways to be greener in 

2050. This sequence will be a common thread all year long both on the French and 

Norwegian side and the research on Environment can be included in the sequence. 

- plan an evaluation of the students' language level in order to make a comparison at the 

beginning / end of the project: EU Academy 

- 23/11/22: video call in which the pairs interview each other about their own daily actions, 

at home and at school, to fight climate change. 

 
Before trip n°1 : 

- prepare erasmus administrative and contractual documents 

- enter mobilities on the management platform 

- prepare the Europass documents 

Phase 2 : trip n°1 : The Norwegian come to France (February 2023) 

- Presentation of what each class found about the methods to tackle environmental 

changes in each school/city/country (videos, photos, articles etc) 

=> production of a bilingual comparative report on the various strategies and solutions 

developed in each of the two countries with regard to climate change 

- In the city: street interviews to learn about people’s habits 

=>In class : exploitation of the interviews : creation of articles, videos, recap documents 

- Visit of different sites : sorting center, eco recycling center 

- Work time at the school in French/Norwegian groups 

- exchange of good practices of the teachers: presentation of the school system of the 

country and visit of the school + writing of a report 

 

Phase 3 : Work in class : end of Feb / beg of March 

- Continuation of the work on the sequence “My city in 2050” 

- Preparation of discussion cards on the topic “my city in 2050” to fuel the discussions and 

debates during the 2ndstay 



Before trip n°2 : 

- prepare erasmus administrative and contractual documents 

- enter mobilities on the management platform 

- prepare the Europass documents 

 

Phase 4 : trip n°2 : The French go to Norway (March2023) 

- Debates and discussions on the topic “My city in 2050”, with the discussion cards created 

in class 

- Visits :Climate Center, Oslo forest … 

- Work time at the school in French/Norwegian groups 

- exchange of good practices of the teachers: presentation of the school system of the 

country + writing of a report 

 

Phase 5 : Work in class + video calls : April to October 

- Production of a bilingual comparative report on the various strategies and solutions 

developed in each of the two countries with regard to climate change : in the schools, in 

the cities, nationally 

- exploitation of the street interviews :development of comparative statistics between 

French and Norwegian behaviour presented in a report 

- Comparison of ecological practices in our two schools and implementation in each school of 

methods tested by the other school :propose a report and proposals to the management of our 

schools 

- for teachers :observation report on the educational system discovered 

 

Video calls : 10/05 – September - October 

Phase 6 : assessment of the project and dissemination of the results 

- Video call to assess the project 

- End-of-project student questionnaire 

- Evaluation of the students' language level + comparison with first evaluation : EU 

Academy 

- Plan to assess students' digital and environmental skills 

- Disseminate, communicate with all documents produced during the project : school, 

cities, parents 

- Implement in our classes and schools the recommendations proposed 

- Complete the project monitoring dashboard 

- Final report of the project 

 

 


